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If the LNP wins government at the next election, Noosa could break away
from the Sunshine Coast Regional Council.

Queensland’s alternative premier John-Paul Langbroek this week
promised to give Noosa back its voice in local government via a
boundary realignment.

“This issue is a very firm one in Noosa, and it is my commitment that a
Langbroek LNP government would make sure we do something about
realigning council boundaries,” Mr Langbroek said.

He ruled out Noosa residents having to have another vote on this issue,
which saw overwhelming support for a standalone Noosa.

“I think it’s very clear that the people of Noosa ... have expressed that
(the desire against amalgamation) already via a vote, and we’ll make sure
that we get the process right,” Mr Langbroek said.

“I know that the people of Noosa, who are always concerned about being
lumped in with the rest of the Sunshine Coast council, have clearly
expressed that there should be some amendments to the local

government boundaries.

“We’re certainly not going to do it in lots of areas. We’re confident we can do this because it’s what the people want.”

Mr Langbroek said this was important legislation that needed to be amended.

“We’ll make sure we have a boundary commissioner or something like that to look at the current boundaries to make sure any changes are ones
that stack up,” he said.

“We’ll look at the process and make sure that we have a realignment to make sure that communities are viable.

“I think it’s pretty obvious the people of Noosa know that they’re special – a special part of Queensland.”

Mr Langbroek said even former premier Peter Beattie recognised this by giving Noosa iconic status.

He said former Noosa mayor Bob Abbot had changed his tune on de-amalgamation because of “job self-satisfaction” and said the mayor and the
councillors had their jobs to think of when rejecting a boundary review.

Mr Elmes said Noosa was missing out on a voice in local government.

“Everywhere I go, people say ‘When are we going to de-amalgamate?’,” he said.

“Everyone is locked into that process.

“What we’ve got to do is look at some of those other areas like Eumundi, Doonan and Verrierdale who were agitating just as strongly prior to
amalgamation, in those days, to move from the old Maroochy shire to Noosa.
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LNP leader John-Paul Langbroek, left, meets with Glen Elmes this week.
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